
Additional Cape Decoration

If you would like to do more to your cape than

just draw with the included fabric markers, here

are some suggestions and ideas:

-If you want the cape to be a color other than white the easiest way is

ti use Rit fabric dye. You can usually fiind Rit at craft stores and it

runs about $2.00 a box.

-Iron on transfers would be another way to add big graphics to the

cape relatively inexpensively.

-If you want to add sequins or rhinestones use a fabric glue, such as

Aleen's to add them on. I do not know that this would hold up through

washing, but it would add some temporary glitter.

-Even if you don't add anything you can still make a fantastic cape

just with fabric markers and imagination! The important thing is to

have fun. Try getting your litte one to make up a story for their

superhero. What is their power? What city do they protect? This can

be a great exercise in understanding the way stories work.
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